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punctually english meaning cambridge dictionary Apr 18 2024 adverb uk ˈpʌŋk tʃu ə li us ˈpʌŋk tʃu ə li add to word list at the expected or correct time and not
late the meeting started punctually at 10 00 a m everyone arrived punctually see punctual fewer examples the freight trains have been running more
punctually
how to use punctually in a sentence in depth exploration Mar 17 2024 so what is the correct way to use punctually in a sentence simply put punctually is an
adverb derived from the noun punctuality which refers to the quality of being on time or promptness when used in a sentence punctually emphasizes the
timeliness or precision of an action or event
punctual definition meaning merriam webster Feb 16 2024 ˌpəŋk chə ˈwa lə tē noun punctually ˈpəŋk chə wə lē chə lē adverb did you know the original
meaning of punctual described a puncture made by a surgeon the word has meant lots of other things through the centuries usually involving being precise
about small points
punctually definition in the cambridge english dictionary Jan 15 2024 adverb us ˈpʌŋk tʃu ə li uk ˈpʌŋk tʃu ə li add to word list at the expected or correct time
and not late the meeting started punctually at 10 00 a m everyone arrived punctually see punctual fewer examples the freight trains have been running more
punctually
punctual definition in the cambridge english dictionary Dec 14 2023 arriving doing something or happening at the expected or correct time not late please try
to be punctual so we can start the meeting on time punctuality noun u us ˌpʌŋk tʃuˈæl ɪ t i he s obsessive about punctuality punctually
punctually definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Nov 13 2023 do something punctually and you do it at exactly the right time not a moment too late
if your teacher expects you to arrive punctually you d better get to class before the bell rings people who are always on time are known for doing things
punctually
punctually adverb definition pictures pronunciation and Oct 12 2023 definition of punctually adverb in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning
pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more
punctual definition and meaning collins english dictionary Sep 11 2023 definition of punctual word frequency punctual pʌŋktʃuəl adjective if you are punctual
you do something or arrive somewhere at the right time and are not late he s always very punctual i ll see if he s here yet synonyms on time timely early
prompt more synonyms of punctual punctually adverb usually adverb with verb
punctual adjective definition pictures pronunciation and Aug 10 2023 happening or doing something at the arranged or correct time not late she has been
reliable and punctual a punctual start at 9 o clock always be punctual for an interview punctual attendance at all classes is required culture punctuality word
origin questions about grammar and vocabulary
punctual english meaning cambridge dictionary Jul 09 2023 arriving doing something or happening at the expected correct time not late a punctual start to the
meeting he s fairly punctual he usually arrives on time smart vocabulary related words and phrases at the right time as regular as clockwork idiom right on
time phrase cue dot on the dot idiom opportunely prompt
punctual definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Jun 08 2023 adjective acting or arriving or performed exactly at the time appointed she expected
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guests to be punctual at meals he is not a particularly punctual person punctual payment synonyms prompt according to schedule or without delay on time
timely before a time limit expires see more pronunciation us ˈpʌŋ k tʃ əw əl uk
punctually definition of punctually by the free dictionary May 07 2023 adj 1 acting or arriving exactly at the time appointed prompt 2 paid or accomplished at
or by the appointed time 3 precise exact 4 confined to or having the nature of a point in space 5 linguistics of related to or being the verbal aspect that expresses
momentary action or action considered as having no temporal duration
how to use punctual in a sentence proper usage tips Apr 06 2023 punctual is an adjective that describes someone or something that is consistently on time or
arrives at the designated time it signifies reliability and adherence to schedules to use punctual correctly it should be placed before a noun or used to modify a
verb in a sentence
punctuation the ultimate guide grammarly Mar 05 2023 punctuation is defined as a set of symbols used to separate and clarify the meaning of sentences and
written elements in other words punctuation tells readers of your writing where to pause what words are quotations and which are clarifications where words
have been omitted and more
punctually adv meanings etymology and more oxford Feb 04 2023 factsheet what does the adverb punctually mean there are seven meanings listed in oed s
entry for the adverb punctually five of which are labelled obsolete see meaning use for definitions usage and quotation evidence see meaning use how
common is the adverb punctually about 0 3 occurrences per million words in modern written english
punctuality definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Jan 03 2023 ipa guide other forms punctualities punctuality is the state of being prompt you might
come home from a european trip exclaiming over the punctuality of german trains which are always on time punctuality is an important quality when it
comes to things like public transportation and job interviews
punctually in a sentence sentence examples by cambridge Dec 02 2022 examples of punctually in a sentence how to use it 23 examples therefore since an
instant is per se nothing emanation must be punctually
87 synonyms antonyms for punctually thesaurus com Nov 01 2022 routinely systematically tirelessly unchangingly usually viewing 5 6 related words show 1
more on this page you ll find 93 synonyms antonyms and words related to punctually such as appropriately correctly deservedly suitably at the proper time
and befittingly
free punctuation checker grammarly Sep 30 2022 step 1 add your text and grammarly will underline any issues step 2 hover over the underlines to see
suggestions step 3 click a suggestion to accept it get grammarly it s free already have an account log in improve your punctuation you can t write without
punctuation or you could but all you d end up with is a word salad
26 types of punctuation marks symbols thesaurus com Aug 30 2022 no sentence is complete without a punctuation mark learn about the common types of
punctuation marks typographical symbols and how to use them
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